
“The idea behind a kaleidoscope is that it is a structure that’s filled 
with broken bits and pieces, and somehow if you can look 

through them, you still see something beautiful. And I feel like we 
are all that way a little bit.”
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find beauty in every  one of these changes. The shift can be purposeful or sudden or careful 

or accidental. Do we really know? We admire it all the same! Why can’t we treat life that 

way? Is it so terrible to face a change, a movement from your usual routine? We need to be 

like the kaleidoscope—shift. It starts with a thought- what if…? It continues with another, 

but then…? It grows into an obsession, when nothing is going my way. Can we take life like 

the shifts in pattern and accept and admire all of them? 

Is it so hard to love life as it leads us, slowly, quickly, slow again and then all at once? The 

thrill of life is  like the vibrant colors of the shiny patterns you see through the glass. 

Shifting, red into blue into green into indigo, into a color you’ve never heard of.

Life can be 

described as a 

kaleidoscope of 

loud moments. 

The slightest 

shift and our 

whole image 

changes, but we 

manage to

From the Editors’ Desk



Our Dearest Founder…
After crossing 75 long milestones, I know my only treasure 
is the memory of my Merryland and Sherwood children of the 
past and present bestowed upon me by God. For the future, I 
would like to leave my impressions as I see life and the world 
today, so that when you grow up, you will carry on your life 
with true values and pass it on to your children.
Remember dear children, earthly possessions will vanish. All 
the money and name you gained with pain will be like 
Alexander the Great’s empty palm. He conquered nations, but 
carried nothing when he died. That was the message on his 
dead palm.

Therefore dear children,
•Fear and obey God.
•Be wise to know good from evil.
•Fear evil for it will destroy you.
•Do good and be blessed all the days of your life.

-Mrs. Susheela George.



Student Reviews on ‘Merryland’s New 
Uniform’

I think the new uniform at school has been a welcome change for students of all 
grades. The new colors look very sleek and the result is a very classy cohort of 

young people at school daily. Personally, this change in my final year at school with 
the return to the Sherwood colors means that I get to graduate in the colours I 

started my journey with – something that makes me very happy.

Jasim, Gr. 12  

I love the new uniform! It is light and has my four standard favorite colors –red, 
black, blue and white! It is comfortable and makes me look smart. Thank you for 
this change, dear Merryland!                  

Anfal, Gr.5

The change to our new uniform was sleek and surprising. We didn’t expect it, and it 
took a while to get used to after being so long with our standard tartan pinafore, 
but it was a refreshing welcome. The white shirt paired with the long navy skirt and 
vest gives a smart look and we love it!     

Mahrukh, Gr.11



One look at the new uniform and I am transported back in time. The color is 
reminiscent of the old Sherwood Academy uniform, and I've only had good 

memories of that place. So, it has a nostalgic feel to it. I remember being in primary 
where my classmates and I would be waiting for the day we got to wear 

waistcoats. It was a source of pride to wear one, and  I feel the same now. It also 
reminds me of the fact that you can take the kid out of the school, but you can 

never take the school out of the kid. 

Uniform is part of our school identity. Our new uniform not only makes students 
look more mature and professional, but makes us feel more confident. We feel we 
are the best dressed. It is symbolic of the high standards of Merryland
International. I am proud to wear this uniform and be part of this great institution.

Minahil,Gr.11 

Ashiyana, Gr. 12  

On par with the thrilling events befalling this academic year like the EXPO 2020, our 
school has altered the uniform to make this journey memorable. A new twist on our 
old colors was just the nostalgia we needed to remember our past and value the 
present. Being a huge fan of the color BLUE, the new uniform perfectly captures the 
spirit while still being fashionable and sleek. 

Nasheed Ur Rehman,Gr.11



From our ties down to our socks, our uniform looks more aesthetically pleasing 
than ever before. The color-scheme exudes modesty and professionalism through 
minimalism. Blue stands for unlimited potential, infinite like the blue sky! White 
stands for sophistication, integrity, loyalty and its value rivals that of a pearl. On 
the whole, it reflects the elegance of our school. We are professionals in the 
making and this uniform makes us look the part. Dignified and united we stand!

Sohaib, Gr.12

The new uniform is elegant and exudes professionalism ,preparing us to step into 
the real world with utmost confidence.                                                                                 

Avani Sharma, Gr.12

The new uniform is the highlight  of  this year, and I must say, it is indeed a 
wonderful change. The new color-navy blue -radiates a sense of intelligence and 
unity among the student body. Not only this, the style and color bring forth a 
sophisticated elegance in every pupil, as well. I feel very confident in my new 
uniform and I’m sure the others do too.                            

Karthika, Gr.12



The Recitation Competition

With different themes for each 

grade, students showcased their 

talent with well-prepared recitations 

of poems by renowned poets.



Students of 

grade 11 

participated in 

a riveting 

debate on the 

motion: 

‘Pesticides are 

harmful', with 

everyone 

offering their 

insightful view 

on it.



Students gather 
to have an on-
the-spot 
reading  of 
Somerset 
Maugham’s ‘Mr. 
Know-All’(short 
story) and have 
an engaging 
discussion on 
the same.



Drama Club Auditions
Preparations  for 

the annual play 

“King & I” 

(Georgian 

Theatre)

are in full swing...



Students come 
up with designs 
of their own idea 
of a school, a 
mix of 
innovative plans 
and brilliant 
implementations.

Student Idealization of a Perfect 

School



From the Merryland
faculty



Thought of a Day
It looked like the end of the road. 
Like most of us I was totally unprepared for it. 
It started with what appeared like an infection. 
When test results showed unusual indicators, the search began to identify the culprit. It was 
a seemingly endless pursuit. I lost sleep, often my attempts to hide the worries from my 
family failed miserably…

Luckily the doctor and his support staff took me through the steps to good health. 
Now I feel confident that I can manage the situation. 
You cannot imagine my relief. 
This was a very good learning experience for me.

In our race through day to day life we often see only the snags, missing the finer points- our 
blessings all along. Now, I realise life has been kind to me in many ways as is the case with 
every one of us. However difficult our present state is, it is definitely far better than that of 
many others. Let us live our life enjoying the present, helping each other, sharing the 
moments of joy and sorrow, smiling at each other doing something useful for all. Let us not 
miss a chance to console a grieving friend, to extend a helping hand to a fallen fellow 
traveller or to gift an innocent smile to ignite the dying spirit of a weeping soul. 



Mr. Abdul Majeed

Chemistry Department

Later when we turn around and watch our trail, what stands out will definitely be 
such moments of kindness, camaraderie and goodwill rather than the concrete 
structures we often run after. Of course, lost moments can never be retrieved. It is 
better not to miss any more.

Don’t worry too much about the sharp turns in life. 
It could look like the end of the road. 
But it’s our job to verify if it is.  
It could very well be otherwise. 
So keep going.

Good Luck and best wishes for everyone on the road of life!  





THE CHOSEN ONES
It was an appealing sunny Friday morning. Ferosa grabbed her school bag and promptly
scurried by the bushes beside her neighborhood. It was the secret spot where she met
her best friend every day and went to school arm in arm. They set foot in school and
instantly wished that the school day would end so they could play in the bushes by
building tree houses, swimming, sketching and sun bathing. This was their organized
routine life.
Life was quite normal for them, until that day, when a major twist occurred that changed
everything. While Ferosa and Shannon were sketching in their neighborhood, they
thought they heard a weird noise. They ignored it at first, but when finally, their curiosity
knew no bounds, they gathered courage and took advantage of a life-time opportunity at
the thought of performing a heroic deed. Perhaps it was a hazardous explosive!
They nonchalantly crept down the hill and followed the direction indicated by the noise.
They stopped running, turned back and intently stared at the astonishing sight that lay
before them. It seemed as though their eyes had deceived them. It was a huge transport-
like structure. Almost instantly questions arose in their minds.
What was this huge transport?
Why had destiny chosen them to witness this?
Ferosa nervously asked Shannon, “What should we do about this?” Shannon indicated
towards the door. They gently pushed the door knob and stood in a huge hallway. They
were about to explore, when they heard footsteps and hid behind the dinosaur gallery.
From a corner emerged two diminutive figures that were no more than the size of a
human knee. One of the figures



exclaimed, “We must find the chosen one! The Margaretha must be restored.” Suddenly the
figure’s facial expression altered from excitement to ferocity. In a loud screeching voice, it
began to recite, “Dear prowler, future prisoner, the result of your hastiness shall conclude with
nastiness and you are to blame, for not being tame, for I can smell thee, so don’t attempt to
flee.” Before the figure could recite more, Shannon jumped before them. This forced Ferosa to
expose herself too.
“Allow me to give a quick introduction. We know you are humans and we are Sheempy
Leempies.” Saying that, they led the girls to their chief. The chief named Breem announced
that the girls were to be treated with significance and gratitude but they weren’t permitted to
step foot outside the martin (the transport). Around them gathered trillions of Sheempy
Leempies. They were extremely non- hostile souls and over the next few days, Shannon and
Ferosa acquired loads of knowledge about their recent environment. Sheempy Leempies were
immortal species and their home was in Neptune that had two worlds. Cedania, where
Sheempy Leempies lived and Mitcheconda, where Roompoo Goompoos resided. These two
worlds were the most colossal enemies in the history of all times.
The Margaretha was the Sheempy Leempies’ founding stone that had unique powers and
since the Roompoo Loompoos didn’t have any, they stole the precious Margaretha. The girls
realized that the martin was an air transport.
One afternoon, Breem held a crew meeting where he announced the invasion of
Mitcheconda. Both the girls were taken aback. How were they supposed to see war? They
didn’t have the slightest idea.
Finally, the day of the war arrived and everyone including Ferosa and Shannon were moving
towards the war field. They were frantically looking for weapons to be used for the war. They
soon received the answer when Breem commanded everyone to be ready with helium gas and



Sreejani Basu
Gr.6

ice. They merely had to spray it and wait for it to diffuse. Meanwhile, the Mitchecondaic pack
were making their way to the war field, over confident. Soon they faced the Sheempy
Leempies in the battle field. War began as both species began spraying helium gas and ice at
each other. Ferosa’s eyes fell on the Margaretha and out of the blue, a marvelous idea struck
her. The Sheempy Leempies had millions of invisibility cloaks. If she could just sneak inside the
martin and grab one, she could easily turn invisible and steal the Margaretha. She shared her
idea with Shannon.
She executed the plan well and grabbed the Margaretha without anyone noticing and
restored it where the Sheempy Leempies had shown them. All the Roompoo Goompoos
screamed and started running away. The Sheempy Leempies were amazed and thanked the
girls immensely. They were now an a part of Cedanian history. Sheempy Leempies repaid
them by promising no future invasion on the Earth. The girls were also permitted to return
home.
Home sweet home! The girls were overjoyed and bid a final farewell to Cedania. They were
the chosen ones after all!



A Terrible Wait

Jasim, Grade 12

I feel like I am about to disintegrate into a thousand little pieces.
The glaring sun is pressing down on the glass covered waiting station, making the air 
in the room stuffy and unbreathable. I feel as though the suffocation from the 
crowd, the smoke in the air from men blatantly refusing to comply with the “no 
smoking” signs, and the hammering noise from all directions visible will claw inside 
me, and rip out the life from my body.
The line moves forward a pace.
I look around and think about everything I used to love about this place. I admired 
the motley crowd of people it attracted. Perhaps in the face of urgent desperation, it 
would be this same motley crowd coming between me and a very ill woman.
A sign goes off. I will reach the end of the line by the next decade, and I will have 
been a widower by then.



Burning the Amazon Forest
Once Diane was out of the Earth’s atmosphere, everything went smoothly. “Diane, can I 
take over the controls?” She smiled and nodded slightly. Taking the moment, she grabbed 
her camera and floated into the observation deck. The blue planet seemed to glow from 
that angle and the countries looked like swirling colours of blue and green. She gazed 
adoringly at the only planet which was known to behold life. 

As she was about to leave, she noticed a great plume of grey, turning the sky into charcoal. 
Diane squinted her eyes, but it didn’t help much. “Commander Johnson!” The call brought 
her back to the mission. “Is there a problem?” she asked the space cabin. Out of the three, 
Andrew spoke up, “No, but we need the confirmation to launch the satellite.” Diane 
granted confirmation, and then she asked Rita to follow her to the deck. 

When they reached, Diane showed her the smoke and said that she wanted to know what 
was going on. Rita took out the map and told Diane, “Well, if my guess is right, then we 
must be looking at Brazil now.” After a while she said in a small voice ,“If this is Brazil, and 
the wildfire season is going on, then maybe...” Rita didn’t finish her sentence.

Diane was speechless. She couldn’t help but imagine the screeching of the birds and the 
slow and fiery torture the animals suffered. As she thought about it, realization crept from 
behind. “If we can’t take care of our own planet, then how can we keep another one 
clean?” It was horrifying to think of the reasons why humans would do this and how others 
contributed to the causes, including her!



As soon as they accomplished the mission, they had a big party back on Earth. With millions of 
people congratulating them and begging them to show the pictures of their great expeditions. 

But still, Diane couldn’t get that image out of her head. She had sleepless nights because she 
still had terrible nightmares. Nightmares of the smoke, choking them all, and of the beautiful 
plant we call Earth, going to a bitter end.

One morning, when she woke up, she saw in  the newspaper, “AMAZON ON FIRE”  written in 
bold across the papers. That day, she made up her mind, she was going to Brazil. Diane booked 
tickets, packed her bags and flew to Brazil. After unpacking and taking a night’s rest, she went 
to see the damage. Tears slid down her cheeks as she beheld millions of burnt trees, lying on 
the ground.

She trudged through the barren land, left of the majestic forest. A tiny little monkey, tugged at 
her trousers, and stared deeply into her eyes. The guilt weighed down on her like a boulder as 
she picked him up and hugged him. “I’m sorry.” She mumbled, crying into his soft, burnt fur. He 
too seemed to have tears in his eyes; then he turned his head and ran away.

Adopting fifty acres, she paid around two hundred people, to restore that part of the forest to 
its former glory. After a long time, NASA called, telling her that she needed to start training for 
the next mission, ‘Mission Verity’. She accepted the offer and went through four years of 
vigorous training. On the day of the launch, everyone was excited. Diane was happy too, but 
deep down inside, she wanted to see the Earth again. The rocket took off, pushing Diane way 
into her seat, but she was ready for it. 



Taking the controls, she broke out of gravity and blasted into space. She waited impatiently for 
permission to see the deck. And finally, when it was her turn to look out that window, the smoke 
had disappeared, but the same old barren land had stayed. Taking her telescope, she focused on 
the Amazon. The same burnt land was still everywhere, except now, she could see a tiny brush 
of green. Her heart soared and her joy knew no bounds. She was the happiest woman in space. 
And that was the story of Diane Mary Johnson.

Evelyn, Grade 7



My Mom’s Side of the Family:
The Disturbance

Here’s one to the man who claims to be the wisest.
To the man who purposely parked his car in the junction of two roads to get a fine, just to 
prove everything in his life is going wrong. To the man whose  number is blocked from all his 
contacts. To the man who bought a TV for his neighbors but not for his own wife’s house. This 
is Mr. U.

Mr. U has always been a regular visitor  during my childhood. Not once has he shared a kind 
word, but he’s always had a lot to say about everyone in his life. And it has always been the 
same show. On every Friday like clock-work, he calls every one of his relatives to ‘check on 
them’ but in reality it’s  either to sob about his failing life or to introduce a new business idea 
which tends to last for about 10 - 12 business days.

Every time he calls, my mom picks up expecting the worst. It could be regarding his imaginary 
passion fruit farming or his imaginary beef export company but usually, it’s about his wife’s 
sister. I don’t recall when exactly the feud began but it was around the time I was 5:  when he 
used to scream at me for not eating an entire casserole of food. He always had something to 
say about her attitude, her husband, or her three-story house. It often begins with “Look at 
her wasting money on an indoor pool, there are many ponds outside her house, what is the 
point?” While he, on the other hand, decides on rebuilding his house, only to boast about it at 
every public event.



Mr. U in public events is like fire and gasoline. It often begins mellow, with occasional small 
talk associated with a poker face. One drink down and he’s talking about his new business 
idea. Two drinks and he’s talking about his sister-in-law. Three, and the disaster strikes. 
Generally involves ranting and raving. Being a constant disturbance has helped his phone 
number to be blocked from everyone, including his kids.

Even after being constantly annoyed by his existence, whenever we go back home in India, his 
house is a compulsory stop. We dropped by once when he wasn’t home, and a few hours later, 
my mom got a Whats app video of us walking  into his house. And that’s when it hit us. The 
entire house was under surveillance, and when we asked about it, he replied, “to catch 
thieves,” but now thinking about it, the most valuable thing in that house would be his 
mother, and her shoe is the only weapon she needs.

Even though he makes people pull  their  hair out, Mr. U has a good heart. He claims to be a 
‘Know-all’, but as a pharmacist, he helps out others with his ‘free’ medical advice. 

Mr. U is a disturbance, but he’s family.

Aakarsha, Grade 12



The One Within Us
An ocean emptied itself into our hearts as raindrops ran their hands through our bodies. 
Fishes of misery swam vigorously through our veins, leaving a trail of annihilation. The 
aftermath was a generation; as we are separated by the chambers we starve in, but in the 
darkness of their light, we all see the same stars of a new destiny.

I opened the window of my heart and extended my calloused hands towards my neighbour. 

She held my hand with slight agitation, although her eyes gleamed with hope, lost in the 
thought of the smallest grain of justice she might gain. We stood in astonishment as we rested 
our feet on the realization of how we live and love out of fear; how with each heartbeat we 
share in our embrace and our distance, a wave crashes over the shore, desperately making an 
effort to wash away the similar reveries we dream in our disparate slumber. Each wave being 
different, but perpetually crashing on the same shore aligning our distant coasts. My dreams 
and nightmares that shade my sleepless nights are endlessly hers, and hers are endlessly mine. 
I enlaced myself in her plaits, the strands clutching me to her roots, and embellished myself 
with her mother’s bangles and anklets. I became the embroidery that lined her shirt so 
intricately, and the scars that graced the backs of her ancestors so viciously. I held her hands, 
clad with scarlet henna, and danced on the pavements of time and oppression. I dissolved 
myself in her pain, for I never felt such pain before. 

The amber floweret bloomed in the garden resting on the palm of my hands and shone 
brightly in summer’s light; instead of reaching towards the gleeful clouds of the day lying 



ahead on the horizon, I watched as it intertwined with the resentful storms of 
yesterday. It wrapped itself around the wilted discoloured bud lying lifeless in my 
neighbour’s garden in the rigidness of the cold winter night. I stared as the embrace 
ignited a fire, spewing out sparks of adoration and growth. They held each other and 
became one, while our hands flinched at the innocent thought of entwining with the 
other. I looked in her eyes and said: 
“Our hands identify as black, white, brown, and yellow; yet the florets that prosper in our 
gardens are blind to the colours we hesitate to celebrate?” 
Nectar dripped from her mouth as she croaked out a whisper,
“I have made a mistake.”

I gently held her hand, delicately clutching her fingers,
“No, we have never been awake.”
I lifted her up, for once, I hadn’t been lifted up before.

I opened the curtains that lined the corners of my eyes and knocked on my neighbour’s 
window. 
The blinds behind the glass forced themselves shut. His house grovelled in fright. I 
caressed his window with my scarred hands; my devotion and affection called upon him. I 
saw him peek through the blinds, and he reached out his bloody, battered hand, and 
aligned it with mine. Our fingertips were separated by the glass, yet I could still feel my 
preceding mistakes transforming into his sins. I felt the core of my once manipulated, 
fearful, and juvenile heart embedded in him.
“Break the window and tear the blinds apart,” I demanded.



“My hands have the blood of the ones I slaughtered, what will they say?”

“How long will you hide?”

My eloquence greeted his silence.

“I am content with the world I see through this glass”

“For you are content with living in your own bubble of denial and deception”

He blinked once, twice, and parted the blinds. He opened his window and stared in horror at a 
world facing its nemesis, yet still extended his lacerated hand. The crimson red blood shied 
away and blessed him with the scars of his past; a closure. The grotesque trails became the 
reminder he bitterly cherished, withstanding anything bound to wash it away. They demanded 
him to remember where he lied once, and where he is now. He no longer will see the world 
through his window, for I became his sight; because I too, was once blind.

The tree branches in my lungs peered out from my mouth and watched as the dark, rotten oak 
branches of my neighbour’s tree fell to the frigid ground aligned with brambly hedges.

The emerald green leaves turned tawny and just as fragile as his soul. The fruits it gave froze, 
clad with tiny ice crystals. I observed the life that once coursed through its veins with such 
restlessness die away slowly. It felt like watching our children grow up; finally stepping upon 
the unfortunate truth of how our world is tied down with brass chains, never daring to linger 
near their nostalgic fantasies ever again. I flinched as I heard him wail in agony; tossing and 
turning out of the immense pain he felt. He conjoined his hands, got on his knees, and wailed 
to whoever was willing to lend an ear. 

“You were the only supply of life I bore, and you gave up.

I expected my woes to be lifted up from this ground,



For a silver lining hides in every cloud,

You were the only strength in me, yet you crumbled,

In the battlegrounds this world has to offer, I stumbled,

But you were always my sanctuary, and you gave up.

I no longer have the sweet fruits to offer to my sour home,

Gloomy are the streets my people roam,

So now, I lie in front of you helplessly,

For you were the last of what was left of me, 

And nobody lives here so selflessly,

But you were always my sanctuary, and you gave up.”

His irises filled with a numb glow; his will to surrender to his pain overpowering his will to 
hope. With nothing to lose, and nothing to gain, how shall he not expect his grief? My eyes 
refuse to see this, for the golden specks of hope in his eyes dare not to shy away, even if he 
denies it. I won’t let them hide. My branches extended towards him, and I cradled him in my 
vines. I will become the saccharine nectar his home needs, I will become the fireflies in his 
dark woods, for once, I was too deprived of even the slightest chance of succour. 

The crystalline blue water flowed with elegance and liberty beside me as I moved my shaggy, 
chained feet. Both of us headed out for a journey, not knowing the obstacles ahead, and 
unaware of the destination. My feet, tied up and secured with padlocks, kept grazing against 
the sharp rocks, moving through the thorns and the torment, but always kept moving; for 
moving has always been better than sitting still. 



Nabiha, Grade 9

We once wondered, 

“What's the point of clocks ticking when all we do is count the hours?

We look around and see a desert, where is the blissful life we once built? 

Where is the hope we once had? 

Where are the dreams that screamed our names in our silent nightmares? 

Where is the innocence our children bore, the one which was stripped away from this twisted 
game?

Where is the love that once coursed through us like birds set free from their cage?”

There was a time where we looked at the other and frowned, yet we gazed at the same stars 
that blanketed our nights. Let this be the time we see the stars within us. We walk this journey 
and find the keys to set us free together, and we walk for our ancestors, for our children, and 
for us. Together, we will be the river that flows through the trials of our future, our history, 
and our now, for once, we too were alone.

I will become the one to feel.

I will become the one to carry.

I will become the one to see.

I will become the one to supply.

No, we will;

for we were always one.



When we all fall asleep, where do we go? Cushioned in my ears were headsets
that failed to provide me with the necessary comfort required for sleep. Despite
the claim that the earphone manufacturer made, the jet-like noise from the
overhead fan was too overpowering. My eyelids repelled each other like
opposite poles of a magnet, forcing me to blankly stare at the temperature
indicator that painted the dark and lifeless room white. My back rested on the
grooves of a 6-year-old foldable mattress that had surprisingly withstood the
test of time but had shrunken, as my feet now touched the ice-cold marble
flooring. I was alone, without any company in the living room. The entire house
was supposedly sleeping. There were no lights sneaking in from the bottom of
the aluminum door that led to my parents’ room.
Screech. Bang… Clack. The vibrations I felt running through my feet reminded
me that we had called a water tanker to fill our empty water storage tank that
was not receiving adequate water supply from the water company. It took the
water tanker three days to reach our house. A lot of things had been breaking
down recently. The wooden door squeaked and the rays blinded me. Footsteps
then ventured into the room guarded by a greenish aluminum door. What if it
was an intruder? My father’s footsteps. It took my eyes a moment to readjust to
the darkness while a considerable amount of time was taken for my heartbeat
to slow down. At this point my bed was a mess and I had lost my mp3 player as
well as the earphones. Distress and annoyance took over me and I got up
fumbling and flipping over every item on my blue mattress but to no avail. Out
of breath, I sat on the brown sofa that was covered in dust, which lay towards
my right.



The fan suddenly stopped. The air conditioner followed through. Light creeping 
through the wooden door also retracted. Load shedding. An extremely common 
occurrence in our village, and in fact the entire country. The room became as silent 
as a morgue, maybe even worse. My only company being the wild winds that 
clashed with the unstable wooden bordered windows. But still, the cage is a 
hellhole for me, and I must escape. Grabbing a flashlight from the drawer under 
the useless air conditioner, I carefully made my way outside, avoiding the bits and 
bobs on the floor. I escaped smoothly without making a sound. I decided to go 
barefoot. What I required was some fresh air. Holding the flashlight in my mouth, I 
swung down the stairway as swiftly as a cat. 

Luckily, we had installed emergency lights near the entrance, making it easier for 
me to navigate through. Upon reaching there, I stopped just before the heavy iron 
door, around three inches thick. Leaning my back against the wall, I slid down and 
sat cross-legged. The nightly draught caressed my dirt infested sweaty face. I 
refused to move. I felt free. Allowing the wind to fully cure me, I turned my head in 
all directions. I spotted something through the corner of my eye.

BANG. BANG. BANG. Sharp rattling noises. I rocketed up. It was not the wind. I 
swear my eye caught it looming outside. One. Two. No. Three. Three figures 
gliding right to left just outside. Long unkempt, frizzy hair. Crooked smiles with 
dirty yellow teeth. Tilted, twinkling eyes. My heart sank lower than the depths of 
the Pacific. Lanky figures with spilling bellies. 



The wind howled ever so quietly ,yet the calm, sinister tone it spoke in, paralyzed
me. I couldn’t move. MOVE! My legs refused to MOVE! My thoughts were all
over the place. Was it for me? Who were those people? Why were they there?
How could I escape? My blood pressure shot through the roof.
The wind started to pick up. Clatter. Clatter. The windows were dancing
mockingly.
BOOM. BANG. CRASH.
They had guns. My heart jumped to my throat. A jolt ran through my body, 
unfreezing me. The shackles had been removed. I turned back and sprinted 
upstairs to my room. I was living a disturbing nightmare even without sleep.
Morning came. I remained silent about this horrendous event. My heart didn’t. 
As I was leaving for school, I saw one of the three screws on the bulky iron door 
missing. My body felt heavy. Closing the door, I made eye contact with a mobile 
ice cream cart owner. His smile seemed…….

Sohaib,
Grade 12





The Beauty of Life Captured
Every camera, from my grandfather's KYOCERA to the 
latest device you just ordered online, is nothing more than 
a dark box with a hole on one side and light-sensitive 
material (film or a sensor) on the opposite. The pictures 
that you shoot with it are entirely up to you, and this 
article will get you started on that adventure. 

Today, taking pictures is much easier and more automatic 
than when my grandpa was a teenager. Still, to get the 
shots you truly want whether you enjoy the incredible 
convenience of a phone camera or exploring the endless 
capabilities of a DSLR, you ought to master the same 
basics: the amount of light coming into the camera at a 
moment, how long the light streams in for, and the optical 
traits of the lens converging that light. The better you 
manage light and the way your camera captures it, the 
more satisfying your photos will be; the more fun you can 
have with photo-taking. 

To introduce the three main elements of photography, let's 
start off with "Composition". Composition is the structure

that all great photos have helping to lead an observer's eye through an image. It’s also the link



between the relative scale of a subject in its context on the photograph. A basic rule, working 
very well to create a dramatic effect of the scale is "The Rule of Thirds". It works by cutting 
your frame with two lines along each axis to get a total of nine sections. Confining your subject 
in oneor more of these segments, 
having symmetry along the 
lines and balancing at 
intersections helps in 
building a compelling shot. 
You can step this up, a 
notch, using contextual 
leading lines to emphasise 
the impression of staring off 
into the distance. All great 
photographs are composed, 
in some way, to engage their 
on-lookers and to take

breathtaking shots, so you need to master this.  Hence, enable those grid previews next time 
you shoot. 

Next comes shooting; this is the key element of photography. If you're just beginning, it won't 
hurt firing off a few hundred shots to wane your excitement, so you can shift your focus to the 
other aspects of photography before releasing the shutter. The best camera for you is one 

that you carry everywhere with yourself. This makes your smartphone the best piece of gear 
you own. So there's absolutely no need to hoard tons of cash to buy a DSLR with features you 
won't use  most of the time.  



Most photographers, including myself, tend to shoot at either dusk or dawn referring to these

times of day as the  Golden Hour. It's at these times  you get the most gloomy, radiant and 
contoured profiles of a model. It's always a choice idea to underexpose a photo just to bring 
up those highlights and show contrast between your foreground and background. 

At last, it's time to publish your photo; there are a million ways of doing this. You can always 
print out your photos in large format so that you can admire them or upload them on a photo-
sharing site like Instagram. Either way, anyone who views the photo is going to have their day 
enlightened for sure, and there is nothing better than making people ponder. Good Job! 

Photography is a tool to convey our perspectives visually and has the potential to tell stories 
and change lives. It serves as a tool to remember our life and keep refreshing our memory. 
Photography makes us so much more observant and aware of the wonderful little things that 
surround us each day. We notice things like light, shadows, patterns, frames, and colors. More 
importantly, we notice meaningful things like connections, expressions, gestures, feelings, and 
especially the tiny mundane things that we want to remember.  

Essentially photography is the beauty of life captured, and it will definitely make your daily life 
more cinematic by getting you to enjoy the things in life you didn't before. Amid a hectic day, 
there's just something satisfying about slowing down and intentionally focusing on what is in 
front of you. So, let off that shutter and line up your photos next to each other from month to 
month, you will see improvement and change. In one year, those differences will be notable. 
Not only will you see how much better you are, seeing some of your favourites each month 
will give you motivation to keep clicking away. Click! 

Nasheed, Grade 11



Time Is Money
It is said that time waits for none and those who feel the importance of time, never waste it. If 
one neglects the importance of time, he always remains a loser and the wealth of time is lost 
forever.

Here is a story stressing the importance of time. It is about a rich man who had two 
sons. He loved both of them and gave them  every kind of luxury and insisted that they should 
get higher education. But the elder son was very irresponsible and never thought about his 
future and lost his time in luxury. However, his younger son was responsible and sensible. He 
used to pass his time in study to gain fruitful knowledge. 

After the death of their father, both the sons divided his wealth between themselves. 
But the elder son, soon squandered the wealth in luxury; whereas the younger son used his 
wealth to get good education and set up a flourishing business.

In the course of time, the elder son became very poor and because  he had lost 
his precious time and wealth. Now he could do nothing but rue his action. On the other hand, 
his  younger brother  was  enjoying  life. 

The basic  difference between the two brothers was one wasted his time but 
the other knew the importance of time and utilized it to his own benefit.

So, it is  an apt saying that the ‘time is money’.
Bareerah, Grade 4



Just keep in mind:

“The more  we value things outside our control, the less control we have”-Epictetus

Sometimes in life we work so hard for something, praying with all our might and hoping with 
all our heart that it is  ours. We imagine what it would be like for us and the people around us 
if it becomes ours. We imagine so much to the point that there’s a very thin line separating us 
and our dream.

But the harsh, sad and painful reality is that we don’t always get what we worked hard for, at 
least not for now.

But please remember : no way on this earth will your hard work go in vain, not if it is in the 
hands of your creator.

It was worth every second, every moment. Not getting what you wanted doesn’t mean it 
didn't work out or it will never do. It means there are bigger things in store. Bigger, better 
things. Things you never dreamed of having, beyond your scope, beyond your hope.

“As long as your plan is within His hands, you will never ever be let down”-Nasma

In short, NEVER stop dreaming ! 
Malak, Grade 11



Montu
Montu grew up amongst an ambience where young boys were told to get educated and earn a 
degree while young girls would have the names of their betrothed adorned on their palms 
with henna. The men would build a roof for their family while the women put their hands for 
use in the kitchen. On top of that, the aftermath of India’s partition left many penniless. So, at 
that point, all Montu had were three siblings to bicker with and her loving parents. It was only 
after a series of job transitions and heart-shattering failures, that a position in a tyre 
manufacturing company gifted them an opportunity to stand  on their own feet. Observing the 
effort exerted by her parents to reach somewhere stable made Montu realize that only 
persistent endeavors and unyielding faith could truly get anyone anywhere.

Montu was very fond of drawing planes. She was fond of flying high as the benevolent winds 
brushed across her face while the sky radiated its vibrant hues. She was fond of the night sky. 
She was fond of how the stars would come together at dawn to culminate in an incredible 
miscellany. As she’d once say in the future, 

“The sense of awe for the heavens started here.”

And most importantly, Montu was very fond of challenges, and she had a very difficult one to 
overcome. She had to build an intricate path to a very unconventional career and rise to the 
top through sheer hard work. She would have to muster  courage as more risks came along 
with every inordinate opportunity. She was far more than daring when she applied to 
participate in one of NASA’S missions, despite being aware of the devastating repercussions of 
the Space Shuttle Challenger disaster.



Imshaad, Grade 11

She had to trail blaze against all sexist stereotypes and convince her people that it wasn’t 
impossible for one to pursue a job which could also be one’s vocation. She had to inspire the 
people that were held behind by the same repressive chains of orthodox traditions as she was 
in. She had to transform the obsidian mindset of her people into alabaster.

And she finally did. And what would you think was her response to those who would question 
her as she paved her way from dreams to reality?

“This is what I really want to do.”

*NOTE: This title depicts a summary of the hardships astronaut Kalpana Chawla faced 
throughout her life. Kalpana Chawla’s family used to lovingly call her Montu.



“On the viewless 

wings of poesy”



‘Mother never understands’

I think as I step out of the place 
named Home 

The gloomy grey sky glares at 
me

As if I had wronged him

The looming grey buildings 
dwarf  me

Like weeds that suck the life 
out of plants

People walk past carelessly

Too busy staring at a handheld 
black void

‘Mother never understands’

I think again

She hopes to curb me of the 
disease called pessimism

How can you even think of         

doing such a task in a soul-
sucking world?

Grey dogs bark savagely at 
intruders

Blaring honks from black, 
grey and white cars

Fill the atmosphere with a 
feeling of dread

Unwelcoming my presence

Making me a trespasser into 
this lifeless world

‘Mother never understands’

What could possibly make 
her so optimistic in such a 
world?

Returning home

I think of never coming back 
to this outside world



A sound stops me in my 
tracks

Not just any sound

Laughter

And all of a sudden I see 
blue

Blue 

The blue sky 

My eyes and hands ache for 
a colour pencil

That matches the one I see

And I feel like I’m the ten-
year-old artist again

Who had dreams of fame

Whenever she fell asleep

I’ve never used one in years 

Knowing that they will be 
useless 

And it stops 

Then I’m staring at the 
gloomy grey sky again

I turned to see who ’d 
conjured up  that vision

A little girl with a pink-
lipped smile

Pink

Like the rare one on my 
mother’s face when she 
looks at me

The little girl still with her 
pink-lipped smile 

Looks at her brother

Positively beaming

As if unaware of the dark 
world surrounding her

‘Maybe mother was right’

I think as I enter my 
home.

Ashiyana, Grade 12



Seven boys walked separate 
paths,

seven paths merged into one.

They met at crossroads

unsure and wary of voices,

hopes and dreams too big.

Seven boys that fell and 
stumbled

Stumbled and fell

but rose, 

if not for themselves, for each 
other.

Their skies were blank

dark and empty canvases

but, oh

in the distance

was a tiny speck of light

and, oh

there was another

another and another…..

They walked the desert path

towards the elusive sea

guided only by the stars above

which slowly

and then all at once grew in 
number

grew and grew……..

Seven boys with one heart

one boy with seven hearts

stood before a galaxy of

lights holding a million

hopes that didn’t seem too far 
away,

and dreams that didn’t seem 
so big.

Now looking at their own little 

galaxy

their own little microcosm

you think,

right there, THERE

that’s their whole lives 

and they realize in awe

the desert was worth it

because for a moment

seven lost boys with only their 
voices

got to rule the world.

Mahrukh, Grade 11



Kashf, Grade 11

This fear we’ve built,

Inside us,

Telling us,

That we’re bound to fall.

That only some of us,

Will succeed in life,

Only some of us,

not all,

We’re all going to fade away one day,

One way or another,

No matter how badly we want to stay,

There’s going to be an end,

And we keep building walls,

While burning bridges,

Because we’re unable to comprehend,

That this world will keep changing,

People will come and go,

Things will be said,

Mistakes will be made,

And worst of all,

The fear will keep growing,

The sticks and stones,

Will break our bones,

Even worse,

Their words,

Will break your heart,

Shatter it into pieces,

That you can’t glue together,

There’s an unavoidable, painful end that’s 
coming,

And guess what,

You can’t do anything about it.



Lost and Found

Anushka, Grade 7

Lost, in this wondrous world,

With torture and war,

Jealousy and hatred,

Not worth fighting for.  

Money, wealth and fame,

No point in it all,

For, what we really need,

Are friends, not foes, to help 

us stand tall.

Lost, in this world,

All the harmony and peace, 

Just for fame and gold.

Why should we fight?

Instead, let’s see the world, 

In a brand new light.

Where everyone shall have 
happiness,

No grief, no pain,

Let there be no hatred,

But love and peace.

So open that closed box,

And see what lies within,

A world of peace and harmony,

And a nature full of helping 
people.

Once lost,

And now found,

Peace and harmony,

All around.

Found, at last,

Behind that deadly mask,

A face full of joy and love,

Finally free from the brutal 
task.

Now we see peace and love,

People free from grief and 
pain,

No more wars,

For wealth and fame.

We finally found,

What we once lost,

Let’s keep working for peace,

No matter what it costs.



The Flower

Anfal, Grade 5

Spring  is here,

There must be a surprise,

It must be wonderful,

Something very colorful.

I found the match!

It’s in the garden patch!

It’s blooming and glistening,

While I’m waiting.

A flower’s being born,   

It’s not  going to go waste,

Because I have faith and trust,

And I love it the most.

I’ll save it;

Nobody’s going to take it.

But what am I going to do now?

Oh, what am I going to do now?

I’ll give it to mom,

Because spring has come,

And we’ll admire the beauty,

Of this little cutie.

But when the weather gets bitter,

In the season of winter,

The flower will die,

And it’s time to say Goodbye.



Culture



My Cultural Connections
Culture is a set of traditions, rituals, values and practices which are followed through the 
generations in a particular community. Culture defines the identity of a person. Being an Indian 
I have been extremely lucky to have a chance to experience the rich and varied heritage  of 
India. Indian culture is ancient and extremely diverse. Over several generations ,  culture has 
been influenced by place, region and neighboring countries, further enhancing its diversity. 

I have always stayed away from my country since my childhood ,yet I have 
experienced a close relation to my culture through simple practices in my day -to -day life. For 
instance, we have a prayer room. As a whole family we would show our devotion to God in the 
form of Aarti (devotional song). Coming to the meals of the day, we have a way to show 
respect for food: we  would take some drops of water in our palm and sprinkle it around the 
plate of food, offering a thank- you to God for giving us food. It’s a promise to finish whatever 
has been served and  not to waste any food. 

An integral part of my culture is our unique attire: sari. It’s a whole 6 to 9 yards of 
intricately designed fabric draped by women in India. It is usually made of cotton or silk. My 
‘relationship’ with sari started when my aunt offered  to try on me one of hers for a family 
function. I was amazed by the rich fabric and the expertise needed in draping it. When I learnt  
more about saris, I  understood  that they are a heritage in itself. Generations of weavers have 
dedicated their lives in creating intricate geometric and floral patterns of weaves that cannot 
be recreated by machines. Every state in India has its own weaving  and draping style which 
defines the cultural beliefs and practices of that particular place. I feel  sari unifies a whole lot 
of diverse cultures in India.



Aarya, Grade 8

During my summer vacation, I visited my dad’s hometown Nandurbar,a small town in India 
where my grandparents live.  I learned that the women of the house  would draw Rangoli. In 
the front yard a small area is swept and sprinkled with water. It creates a uniform board for 
the pattern of rangoli. After it is dry, using fine white marble powder various designs are 
drawn. The designs of rangoli are usually flowers, petals, religious emblems or geometric 
patterns. The purpose of rangoli is to welcome good luck and visitors and at the same time  
ward off  evil. In one way or other the culture binds us together making us a big happy family. 
The members of family usually come together to celebrate  festivals. Raksha bandhan is one 
such example where a sister prays for her brother’s long life and the brother promises her that 
he will always protect her. In such traditions, it is a must for the brother and sister to visit each 
other in spite of different schedules. It is because of such traditional practices that the whole 
family comes together although residing in different cities and countries.               

I am really proud to be an Indian and to follow its culture. I hope to carry it forward 
so that the generations to come  can have glimpses of this rich tradition and heritage. Indian 
culture has had a great impact on my life. It keeps me happy . It gives me solace and inner 
strength that sees me through  various ups and downs of life.



Sigiriya – The Climb

Before the sun went down we started descending the steps. 
On the way down we caught a glimpse of a troop of 
monkeys. It was quite  a mesmerizing scene for me since it is 
once in a blue moon that I see them where I live. After 
another 6 hours, I reached back home and as soon as my 
head touched the pillow I was out like a light. Sigiriya was 
one of the best destinations I had visited so far and I can say 
that it was a day well spent. No doubt about that!

We set off early that morning to begin the climb of the magnificent Rock Fortress, Sigiriya. 
Located in a remote area in Northern Malabe, Srilanka, this rock is famous for its palace ruins 
on top of a massive 200-meter high rock. It gained more of its significance after being 
considered the 8th wonder of the world.
After an exhausting 4 hour- drive from Colombo to Dambulla (a town in Malabe), we reached 
Sigiriya. I stood on the pathway to the entrance and admired the magnificence of the 
surroundings full of humongous trees that offered shade to the crowds standing before the 
rock fortress. At around 9 am we decided to start the climb. The fact that we had a total of 
1200 steps to climb made me feel uneasy even before I began the climb. This rock fortress is 
no ordinary rock. There's a pretty interesting tale behind it which dates back to 495 BC. There 
was a king named Kashyapa who selected this site to build a royal residence in the



Geethma, Grade 11

shape of a monumental lion at the summit, intending it to be a safeguard against his enemies 
during a war with his stepbrother. However, the king was defeated in 477, and the palace fell 
into ruin. 

Thanks to our skilful tour guide who narrated this story ,  it made me feel less drained out 
throughout the climb. As I was getting close to the top, I felt light-headed but the view just 
kept getting better. After almost 2 hours of climbing, I hurried up the last few steep steps and 
heaved a sigh of relief. A chill breeze blew across my face as I savored every little detail of the 
view before me and even though my legs were aching after the climb, it was all worth the 
struggle because I was rewarded with the panoramic views and most certainly, it gave me a 
sense of accomplishment. 



Articles



Importance of Education
“There is no elevator to success, you have to take the stairs” 

Education plays a pivotal role in an individual’s life. The formal system of education depends 
on teachers for  imparting  knowledge . Education helps us at every step of our life. Higher and 
more advanced education makes us even more mature and enables us to be more sensible 
and live a better life. Our teachers and parents play an important role in educating us for a 
better future. Unfortunately these teachers and adults don’t get the HONOUR they deserve.  

Education provides the nation with man power, promotes national unity, helps in economic 
growth, and uplifts public awareness.  The more knowledge we get, the more we develop. 
Being educated never means  only to earn certificates and medals, but it means to be an 
exemplary and social HUMAN BEING. We all are incomplete without education because this is 
the only factor that helps us  take the right decision. In such a competitive world, education 
has become a necessity for us. It’s a solution to all our problems. It promotes good ethics and 
awareness. It is one of the most important tools that offer physical and mental strength to a 
person. Education is a fundamental right of a human being and is capable of bringing a 
desirable change in the human mind and society. Education is the best weapon you can use to 
change the world. 

Education assists in advancing technology which is essential in all aspects of life. This 
technology saves us from life -threatening diseases.



This would not have been possible without technology. Many years ago, people used to lose 
their lives because there was no cure for these  diseases. It has not only helped the Health 
Sector but also  other areas. Imagine a world where you were not able to fly to any part of the 
world you wanted to go to. Imagine you live in a world where there is no instant 
communication. These are all everyday occurrences that we probably take for granted. 
However, without the courage and creativity of a group of inventors, we would not enjoy the 
life we currently have. With Graham Bell’s  invention of telephone, there began a new era in 
the field of communication. But it didn’t stop there. Can you ever imagine a world without 
television? The list of insightful people who made this world a GLOBAL VILLAGE goes on and 
on and never to forget that all this was possible because of their genius. 

Education has changed the dimensions of the whole world. Many countries are splurging 
money for research and development programs which enable them to tackle the challenges of 
life. These programs also bring up rising stars which help them in developing their country 
further and further.  

Women and Men  have equal rights to education. Success of a nation is seen by the status of 
their WOMEN. An educated mother is the one who can build a leader, scientist, engineer , 
astronaut and so on.  Basic education is key to a nation’s ability to develop and achieve 
sustainability targets.  

"Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it 
today. ..."    

Hafsa, Grade 10



Come, Fall in Love with Reading! 

As I was strolling through the corridors of the library , I saw many quotes on the notice board. 
The above  quotes drew my attention, so I thought of using them to write an article in my 
school magazine about the pleasures and benefits of reading.

Though we belong to the Z generation, reading a book is still alive. It is the most beneficial 
activity that humans can do.  Technology plays a very important role in this generation. 
Nevertheless, reading has not lost its importance.

Books aren’t just made of words; they are also ‘filled with’ places to visit and people to meet. 
They explore new worlds. We get to know about people from different countries and cultures. 
Reading gives us great pleasure and opens ‘a window on the world’.  

I feel reading is like a journey. When I open my book, it feels like I have boarded the bus and I 
am  sitting and chatting with my friends and when the book gets over I feel that my chat has 
come to an end and I have to get off the bus. Reading is such a rewarding activity that my body 
and soul become light and fresh.

It is important to read, for I know it creates a new self in you; develops your creative skills, 
and enhances your vocabulary. Reading enriches your memory power and gives more 
confidence. All these, in turn, make you a better person.

“No entertainment is so cheap as reading or any pleasures so lasting” ( Mary Montagu).  
Reading may feel hard  initially but once we get involved, it is impossible to come out of that 
intoxication. 



AVIKA UMESH - GRADE 5

Books are our companions throughout our lives. They will give us different perspectives about 
life.

To conclude, I quote Mark Twain:

“The man who does not read good books is no better than the man who can’t.” 

Friends, come…let’s fall in love with reading! 



Book Therapy

Nour, Grade 10

Are you addicted to books just like me? Have you been searching for the perfect 
books to read and invest your time in? If so, cease your quest as I have the remedy.
A bestselling book sequel of 6 books, the Mortal Instruments by Cassandra Clare is a 
true solution for those who seek a three- in- one combination of romance, drama 
and action. For those of you who do not know, Cassandra Clare (aka Judith Rumelt) 
worked for several entertainment magazines and some tabloids before writing the 
first book, City of Bones.
What captivates me is her writing style, which makes you feel like you are literally 
inside the story and her vivid descriptions of various scenes. She’ll have you hooked 
in no time, pulling you into the loop of the story, its sad, happy and thrilling 
moments.
If you are the type that loves getting a scoop of background information about 
characters, then the prequel is for you. Consisting of 3 books, the Clockwork series 
talks about the past of some of the characters, including Magnus Bane, Tessa Gray 
and James Carstairs. More? There’s also a book all about Carstairs called Ghosts of 
the Shadow Market and (let me take a breath) yet another one about Bane.
You are probably wondering why I did not tell you what the Mortal Instruments is 
about, right? Well, you can say I am mean but I did not tell you because my aim was 
to build up the suspense! So, go read the book, and find out what on earth all this is 
about!



Procrastination is the art of delaying action. People tend to procrastinate in order to make 
things easier for a particular moment. But in reality, postponing for later actually makes the 
matter more complicated than it probably is already.

Escaping reality is not a choice we can make. We cannot cover our eyes to the responsibilities 
of tomorrow by evading them today. At some moment of time we will have to face a situation 
headlong which we have been avoiding.  Procrastination deters us from achieving our goals. 
We set targets and goals in order to  have a better sense of direction and a deep desire to 
better our lives. However, keeping things for later ruins our chances of reaching our goal. 
Leaving tasks incomplete pushes us to make hurried and poor decisions subsequently. When 
we are nearing the deadline, we will be under tremendous pressure to make decisions in time, 
thereby ending up making unthought-of decisions just to get out of the situation leading to 
terrible consequences. Another reason  why we procrastinate is low self-esteem as a result of 
past failures. We doubt and question ourselves whether we are really capable of doing these 
things. Not only that, being dilatory reinforces this feeling. Procrastinating eats away our 
confidence slowly, but surely. Worst of all, we lose the most precious element of life - time. As 
the saying goes, “Procrastination is the thief of time”. The feeling of regret and frustration 
which ensues, engulfs us completely  even to the point of utter distress.

Nevertheless, all is not lost, since this is a treatable disease; with many time -tested methods 
to overcome.
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Setting a deadline and rewarding oneself at the end is one way to tackle procrastination. 
Another is reminding oneself of the benefits at the end of the journey. Our eyes on the goal 
motivates us to keep pushing immediate limits in a determined and persistent manner. 
Eliminating distractions around us, breaking down into smaller achievable tasks with a time-
bound schedule have  proven to be efficient in overcoming procrastination.

Finally like the great Martin Luther King Jr said “You don’t have to see the whole staircase, just 
take the first step.”
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